A 0-space is a completely regular Hausdorff space possessing a compactification with zero-dimensional remainder. In a previous paper the class of almost rimcompact spaces was introduced and shown to be intermediate between the classes of rimcompact spaces and 0-spaces. In this paper some properties of almost rimcompact spaces and of 0-spaces are developed. If X is a space whose non-locally compact part has compact boundary, then X is a 0-space if and only if X is almost rimcompact. Neither perfect images or perfect preimages of rimcompact spaces need be 0-spaces. However, if the perfect preimage of an almost rimcompact space is a 0-space, then that perfect preimage is almost rimcompact. Subspaces and products are considered. In this paper we discuss the properties of almost rimcompact spaces and of 0-spaces. In §2 we show that if the non-locally compact part of X has compact boundary, then X is a 0-space if and only if X is almost rimcompact. Such a space need not be rimcompact. In §3 we show that any closed subspace of a 0-space (respectively, almost rimcompact space)
Introduction and known results.
The characterization of those completely regular Hausdorff spaces possessing a compactification with zero-dimensional remainder has been considered by various researchers (see for example [7] , [8] and [10] ). Such a compactification will be called 0-dimensional at infinity (denoted by O.I.); a 0-space is any space possessing a O.I. compactification. Recall that a space is rimcompact if it has a basis of open sets with compact boundaries ( [7] ). Each rimcompact space X possesses a compactification which has a basis of open sets whose boundaries are contained in X ( [9] , [10] ), hence X is a 0-space; the converse is not true ( [10] ). In [2] we introduced a natural generalization of rimcompactness called almost rimcompactness and obtained the following characterization: a space X is almost rimcompact if and only if X possesses a compactification KX in which each point of KX\ X has a basis (in KX) of open sets whose boundaries are contained in X. (If KX is such a compactification of X, we say that KX\X is relatively 0-dimensionally embedded in KX.) Hence each almost rimcompact space is a 0-space; we showed in [2] that the converse is not true.
In this paper we discuss the properties of almost rimcompact spaces and of 0-spaces. In §2 we show that if the non-locally compact part of X has compact boundary, then X is a 0-space if and only if X is almost rimcompact. Such a space need not be rimcompact. In §3 we show that any closed subspace of a 0-space (respectively, almost rimcompact space) is a 0-space (respectively, almost rimcompact). This statement does not hold for open subspaces. In §4 we indicate that neither perfect images nor perfect preimages of rimcompact spaces need be 0-spaces. However, if the perfect preimage of an almost rimcompact space is a 0-space, then that perfect preimage is almost rimcompact.
In the remainder of this section, we present our notation and terminology and some known results. All spaces are assumed to be completely regular and Hausdorff. The notions used from set theory are standard. The symbol ω a is used to denote the αth cardinal. For any set X, |X| denotes the cardinality of X. A map is a continuous surjection. A function /: X -> Y is closed is whenever F is a closed subset of X, then f [F] is a closed subset of Y. A closed function/: X -> Y is perfect if for eachy G Y 9 f*~(y)is compact.
The family Jf( X) of (equivalence classes of) compactifications of X is partially ordered in the usual way: JX < KX'ύ there is a map/: KX -> JX such that f(x) = x for all x £ X; KX is equivalent to JX if / is a homeomorphism. For background information on compactifications the reader is referred to [1] or [4] . The maximum element of K(X), the Stone-Cech compactification of X, is denoted by βX. In the sequel, if KX e Jf ( X) 9 the natural map from βX into KX is denoted by Kf.
The following is an easy consequence of 3.2.1 of [3] .
1.1. PROPOSITION (Taimanov's theorem) . Let KX and KY be compactifications of X and Y respectively, and We often call KX\X the remainder of KX. For any space X, the residue of X (denoted by R(X)) is the set of points at which X is not locally compact. If KX is any compactification of X, then Cl κx ( 
KX\ X) = R(X)U(KX\X).
The first of the following results combines Theorems 1 and 4 of [5] ; the second is 6.7 of [4] . 
If U is any open subset of X, then it follows from 1.5(i) that Ex δx U is the largest open subset of δX whose intersection with X is the set U. The collection { Ex δx U: U is an open subset of X) of open sets of δX is easily seen to be a basis for the topology of δX.
If B c X 9 the boundary of B in X, denoted by bd x B, is defined to be the set CI X B Π C\ X (X\B) .
A compactification δX of X is a perfect compactification of X if for each open subset of U of X, Cl δx (bd^ί7) = bd δx (Ex δx U).
According to the corollary to Lemma 1 of [10] , βX is a perfect compactification of X.
The equivalence of (i), (ii), and (iii) of the following proposition appear in Theorems 1 and 2 of [10] . 9 and CI X U Π F 2 = 0. We shall often write "{x} and F are π-separated" as "x and F are 77-separated". We say that F λ is π-contained in X\F 2 if i*\ and i^ are 7r-separated.
(ii) If F is closed in X, U is open in X, and Fc [/, then i 7 is nearlŷ -contained in £7 if there is a compact subset J^Γ of F so that whenever i 7 ' is a closed subset of i 7 , and F' Π K = 0,F'is 77-contained in ίΛ (iii) A space X is «eαr/y rimcompact if whenever ί/ is open in X, and x e £/, there is an open set W oί X such that x e W and Cl x W is nearly 77-contained in U.
(iv) A space X is quasi-rimcompact if for any x e X, there is a compact set ^ of X, so that whenever F is a closed subset of X and F Γ\ K x = 0, then x and i 7 are 77-separated. (v) A space X is almost rimcompact if X is nearly rimcompact and quasi-rimcompact.
The following is 2.18 of [2].
THEOREM. For any space X, the following are equivalent.
(i) X is almost rimcompact.
(ii) X is a 0-space, and F 0 X has relatively Q-dimensionally embedded remainder.
(iii) X has a compactification with relatively Q-dimensionally embedded remainder.
(iv) X is quasi-rimcompact, and has a compactification with totally disconnected remainder.
The following is justified in 3.5 of [2] . 1.9. EXAMPLE. Let Y be any O-dimensional non-strongly 0-dimensional space, and let KY be any perfect compactification of Y. 
LEMMA. Let KX e jf (X). (i) The intersection {union) of finitely many sb open subsets of KX is an sb open subset of KX. If W is an sb open subset of KX, then
(
is π-open in X, and KX is a perfect compactification of X, then CI KX U Γ) (KX\X) = Ex κx U Π(KX\X); that is, Ex κx U is an sb open subset of KX.
The straightforward proof of 2.2 is left to the reader.
We consider separately the cases where X is nowhere locally compact, and where X has compact residue. 
<zX\R(X).
Since Γnα π l/cΓn Cl ^^ L^ Π Cl^ ί7 2 = 0, the statement is proved. D Let Jibe a space. In the sequel, L(X) denotes the locally compact part of X; that is L(X) = X\R(X).
Note that if KX^JΓ(X), then = KX\ C\ KX (KX\ X) , and that
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The following is easy to prove. 
is not compact. Then Cl^ V, which is the closure in C\ x int x R(X) of F, is not compact. Thus no point of Cl^int x 7?(X) has a basis (in Cl^int^i^X)) of compact closed neighbourhoods, and Cl^int X R(X) is nowhere locally compact.
As
compactification of Cl x int^i?(X), it follows from 2.3 that C\ κx int x R(X)\Cl x int x R(X), which by our claim is just [Ex κx int X R(X)] Π [KX\X] 9 is relatively O-dimensionally embedded in Cl κx int x R(X).
Let (iv) implies (iii). Since F 0 X is a perfect compactification of X, and bd x R(X) is compact, by 2.2 (v) and 1.5 (ii),
Thus FQX satisfies the condition imposed on KX in (iv) and hence
The hypotheses of 2.8 do not imply that X is rimcompact. If in 1.9, Y is chosen to be a locally compact O-dimensional space which is not strongly O-dimensional, and βY is chosen as the perfect compactification of 7, then X = (βY X (ω x + 1))\(Y X {ί^}) is an almost rimcompact non-rimcompact space in which R( X) is compact.
Subsets, supersets and products.
We outline a construction that we will use to produce many of our examples.
A collection of infinite subsets of Jί is called almost disjoint if the intersection of the two distinct members is finite. Zorn's lemma implies that there exists a maximal collection of almost disjoint infinite subsets of JΓ. In the following 3% will denote a maximal such collection. The following topology on JfVJ 0t is credited to Isbell in [4] 
PROPOSITION. Any compact metric space without isolated points is homeomorphic to the remainder β(JΓκj Si s )\JΓ\J Si for a suitably chosen maximal almost disjoint collection 0t.
As indicated in [12], 3.1 holds for any first-countable, separable, compact T 2 space. We do not make use of this more general statement.
In the sequel, when we choose a maximal almost disjoint collection Si such that β(J r U £%)\J r Ό 3$ is homeomorphic to a compact metric space X having no isolated points, we identify points of
with points of X in the obvious manner, and consider to be the space X.
The next example shows that, as might be expected, it is not true that if a space X is rimcompact, and XcΓc βX, then T is necessarily a 0-space. It is tempting to attempt to shorten the proof of the preceding theorem by immediately claiming that KT as chosen is a O.I. compactification of X. However, since the union of two O-dimensional spaces need not be O-dimensional, it is not immediately clear that KT\ X is O-dimensional, and further argument of the sort provided in the proof is necessary.
EXAMPLE. Choose 9t so that β(JΓΌ ®)\Jf\J &=
We note in passing the following special case for 3.3. If X is a 0-space, and
is almost rimcompact by 2.7, T is almost rimcompact.
We now consider subspaces of 0-spaces. It is an easy exercise to prove that an open or a closed subspace of a rimcompact space is rimcompact. This contrasts with the fact that while a closed subspace of an almost rimcompact space is almost rimcompact, an open subspace of an almost rimcompact space need not even be a 0-space. If F is a closed subset of a 0 , X is not a 0-space, while according to 1.9, Z is almost rimcompact. D For completeness we include the following example which illustrates that the product of two rimcompact spaces need not be a 0-space. We mention that it is straightforward to show that a space possessing a compactification with countable remainder is rimcompact. Proof. Let /: X -> Y be a perfect monotone map. Then / extends to g e C(F Q X, FY) by 4.5. Since/is perfect, g *~[FY\ Y] = i^X^ A s / is monotone, it follows from 4.7 that g *"(>>) is connected for each y ΪΞ FY\Y. Since F 0 X\X is 0-dimensional, and g*~(y) <z F 0 X\X, \g *~(y)\ = l Thus g\ Fo χ\ χ : F 0 X\X -» FY\ 7 is a closed continuous one-to-one map, hence g is a homeomorphism. The fact that X is almost rimcompact follows from 4.3. D Example 4.1 shows that the perfect monotone preimage X of a O-dimensional space need not be a 0-space, while Example 4.4 shows that even if A" is a 0-space, X need not be rimcompact.
THEOREM.

